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A software update allowed the game to run on dedicated gaming PCs, and was
released to Japanese arcades on September 26th 2008. Beatmania 8thMIX was the
only beatmania game to include yet another tagline in its title. This version added

five new songs by five different artists, and this version was the first to include a new
type of mode where players can only play one song at a time. Music quality was

improved. However, the music of the first three versions remained exactly the same.
This version was the first beatmania game to feature yet another tagline in its title.
Also, the mascot was changed from a dog to a robot. The game was brought to the

Nintendo DS market, and it was released in Japan on December 26th 2012. This
version was the first beatmania game to be released digitally on the e-Shop in the

west, and also the first beatmania game to feature songs composed for other media.
It was also the first beatmania game to include a tagline in its title. The game was
released to Japanese arcades on November 16th 2014. This version was the first

beatmania game to feature a "Perfect" ranking mode. Also, two new characters were
introduced: Beatmania IIDX Pilot and Beatmania IIDX Passer. The game was released

to Japanese arcades on December 30th 2017. This version also introduces six new
characters; Beatmania IIDX Ball Spikers, Beatmania IIDX Racer, and Beatmania IIDX
Kicker. Also, Beatmania IIDX Worlds was the first beatmania game to be released on
consoles. Released to European arcades on July 17, 1999, this is the version which

contained the Beatmania songs which will be featured in the MAIN Beatmania release
later this year. It also had a small amount of new songs in it such as Beatmania,

Beatmania Ii, and Beatmania II.
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Beatmania Iidx CompleteMix was the first major revision to the game, not being a
mere updating but instead removing all of the previous songs, and replacing all of

them with new ones. All of the old songs included in 5thMIX were removed, and new
songs by DJ Fuuki, Turntablism Inc., Daisuke Asakura, and others were also added.

All of the songs included in 6thMIX as well as 7thMIX were also removed, and in their
place, new songs by DJ Fuuki, Tatsuya Nishiwaki, Yuuki Nakamura, Nobuko Ide, and

others were included. 2014 saw the release of Beatmania Iidx Completemix Ver 7 58
for the PS Vita. This is the first Beatmania game to be released on a portable system,

and includes an upgraded new system of cards and a port of the classic Konami
console version of the game. This also marks the first time that the Beatmania

songlist has been released to the public, with the complete list of the songs included
in the game being posted online. This version includes a limited time mode and new
mappings for the Japanese version only. Released to Japanese arcades on November

10th 2015. beatmania Iidx Completemix Ver 7 58 extends the popular Beatmania
series in a host of new ways. For the first time in the series, the difficulties offered
are now set by the player, rather than a constant default value. Players can now

choose between four difficulty settings: the 'Normal' difficulty setting is unlocked at
the start of the game, but can later be either locked to 'Very Easy' or 'Hard'. Normal
can be set to either an "Easy" or "Very Easy" difficulty, and Hard can be set to either

"Hard" or "Extreme". Author: bemani.net 5ec8ef588b
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